The Big Fight in the Colosseum
One day two boys were walking to Scotts Park and suddenly saw that it was
replaced with a colosseum. Billy and Josh walked in the colosseum and their jaw
dropped. A few seconds later Caesar screeched “What’s your name!”
J-J-J Josh and Billy they stuttered softly.
“Josh and Billy you will now fight 5 tigers and 5 lions with one sword and shield
each.” Josh and Billy started to fight. Josh and Billy charged the two creatures.
Billy charged for the 5 tigers and chopped the tiger’s tails off. The tigers roared.
Billy chopped the tigers in half and killed them, meanwhile, Josh was fighting the
lions. Josh constantly kept whacking them. Billy came to help and soon they had
finished them in no time. “Three cheers for Josh and Billy.”
“Hip Hip Hooray, Hip Hip Hooray, Hip Hip Hooray” shouted the crowd.
Josh and Billy

The Undead
Once upon a time, in Coniston Primary School, a class of hardworking children were
doing maths, until their teacher turned into a zombie and started to try to attack the
children. Suddenly their head teacher walked into the room and saw Mr Sweet walk
to the next room to strangle and kill the children. Then the head teacher gets angry
and fights Mr Sweet then Mr Issac transpires into a vampire because he was too
weak to fight a zombie. Next a demon werewolf pounced to its prey to save the
children who are in danger and start to kill the zombie and vampire, but then he bites
a little girl called Paige and Oskar turns into a demon werewolf and kill Kieron
because we didn’t know he as against us.
The End!!!
Paige and Oskar

The Problem Solver
Once upon a time there lived a teenager called Mollie. She lived in Durban Road
with her two kids. She had 1 girl and 1 boy they were called Chloe and Callam. One
day she had an invitation from her friend to go on a mission to save One Direction
from zombies. She knew she had to go but her kids had to go to a party. She
decided to go on the mission and asked her husband to look after Chloe and Callam.
He said “yes”. So he came round and the kids were happy. “Dad!” they shouted,
“Are you taking us to the party?” shouted Chloe. Then Chloe and Callam made it to
the party. After that their mum saved 1D from the zombies. And taken them back to
Mollies house and they all had a party. They lived happily ever after.
The End.
Milly and Lily

